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Transforming neighbourhoods
in middle-outer suburbs
This is the first version of the
playbook on residential renewal
in greyfield areas; a living document
capable of being refined in future
based on learnings by various local
governments across Australia
during implementation.
This version presents step-bystep guidelines for urban precinct
renewal in greyfield suburbs,
focusing primarily on green
infrastructure and water sensitive
urban design (WSUD) regeneration.
It is anticipated that the future

versions will focus on affordable
housing and encourage carbon
neutral precincts.
We encourage/seek feedback
from community, developers and
planning professionals to ensure
that the approach presented is
pragmatic and is easy to adapt
in different context; i.e. different
community priorities, liveability
measures, political landscape
and organisation structure
and resources.

Acknowledgment
This playbook was prepared from
the funding of federal government’s
Smart Cities and Suburb programme
and the grant funding provided by
Cooperative Research Centre (CRC)
for Low Carbon Living, Research
Project 3034: Community codesign of low carbon precincts for
urban regeneration in established
suburbs.
The key objectives of this project
were to encapsulate community
engagement practices that
promoted low carbon precinct
design for urban regeneration, and
test these methods with municipal
governments and residents.
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The content of this playbook is
based on the experience gained
by the project team in the design
and delivery of the Greening the
Greyfield pilot project in the City of
Maroondah in Victoria and City of
Blacktown in New South Wales.
The project team included staff of
Maroondah City Council, Blacktown
City Council, Centre for Urban
Transitions (Swinburne University),
University of New South Wales, and
the CRC for Local Carbon Living.
All illustrations and photographs
produced, are original works of the
project team.
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Urban renewal of greyfields promotes opportunities
for residential redevelopment via small lot subdivision
of individual lots, as well opportunities for consolidating
lots at a precinct level to deliver more sustainable,
regenerative redevelopment.

Preface
_ 6

It seeks to promote a paradigm shift from traditional
lot-by-lot infill redevelopment to an approach where
landowners work with their neighbours to amalgamate
individual housing lots into super lots.

Suburbs scheme funded its full activation. This Guide,
as well as a body of publications and instruments for
developers, lawyers, councils and state governments,
are the product of this 10-year Program of work.

This ‘super lot’ approach not only provides financial
benefits for landowners, but also, through careful
co-design with the community on a precinct level,
can re-activate and transform local neighbourhoods
into more vibrant, active, green and healthy places to
live. Precincts should be resilient and adaptable to
climate change, have increased public open space,
better connectivity, offer a wider diversity of housing
choices and price points, while also responding to
local community’s wants and needs. This is possible
through a precinct scale approach to residential
redevelopment, community co-design and leadership
from municipal and state authorities.

The aim of this Playbook is to illustrate the forms
of development that suit precinct scale greyfield
redevelopment. It is the aim of this Playbook to sit
alongside statutory planning documents, municipal
process and become the reference guide for more
effective forms of residential housing.
The Playbook for Greening the Greyfield is intended for
use by local governments across Australia, where there
is significant potential to amalgamate lots for precinct
level planning. The Playbook presents an innovative
process for precinct level planning. This process is
being trialled and tested through the pilot project
in the City of Maroondah, Victoria and in the City of
Blacktown, New South wales.

The need for a new precinct scale model of residential
regeneration in the ageing low density middle ring
suburbs of Australia’s large cities was identified in 2010 The Playbook presents a staged process of precinct
by Professor Peter Newton [1]. In 2011 the Australian
level planning. The proposed stages have been
Housing and Urban Research Institute published a
identified based on community feedback, lessons
full report on the topic that established a program of
learnt, mistakes made, and knowledge gained during
applied research that identified the innovative steps
the design and implementation of the pilot projects
required to progress from concept to implementation
across several states and members of the
[2]. In 2012 the Co-operative Research Centre for
research team.
Spatial Information and the Victorian Department
for Environment, Land, Water
and Planning (DELWP) funded
1. Peter W.
2. Peter Newton,
3. Stephen Glackin.
further research into the topic that
Newton
(2010)
Shane
Murray,
Ron
Roman Trubka and
focused on developing software
Beyond Greenfields
Wakefield, Catherine Rita Dionisio
tools for precinct identification
and Greyfields:
Murphy, Lee-Anne
(2016) A Software
and assessment [3]. In 2016 the
The Challenge
Khor and Tom Morgan -Aided Workflow
Co-operative Research Centre for
of Regenerating
(2011) Towards a
for PrecinctLow Carbon Living and the New
Australia’s
New Development
scale Residential
South Wales Office of Environment
Greyfield Suburbs,
Model for Housing
Redevelopment
and Heritage funded the
Built Environment,
Regeneration
Environmental
36(1), 81-104
in Greyfield
Impact Assessment
implementation of precinct scale
Residential
Review Journal,
community engagement models in
Precincts,
Final
60 (September)
the municipalities of Maroondah
Report no. 171,
and Blacktown. Most recently, in
Australian Housing
2018-19, a grant from the Federal
and Urban Research
government’s Smart Cities and
Institute, Melbourne
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BAU			

Business as Usual

Blacktown		

City council located about 40 km west of Sydney.

CAG			

Community Advisory Group

Brownfields		

CRCSI			

Cooperative Research Centre for Spatial Information

 rban sites which were large parcels of land, owned by a single
U
party, usually government or an industry, currently unoccupied
and depending on previous use, contaminated to some extent”
(Newton, 2010).

CRCLCL		

Cooperative Research Centre for Low Carbon Living

Envision		

DCP			

Development Contributions Plan

 2D decision support system for identifying potential
A
Greyfield precincts.

DCPO			

Development Contributions Plan Overlay

Infill			

Re-development of an existing land parcel.

ESD			

Environmentally Sustainable Design

Greyfield sites

ESP			
			

Envision Scenario Planner (a 3D tool for assessing the
performance of redevelopment precincts)

 reyfield sites are residential areas where homes are aging,
G
yet land values remain high. Greyfield sites are often located in
middle and outer suburban areas. (Plan Melbourne 2017)

Liveability		

 iveability is the sum of the factors that add up to a
L
community’s quality of life—including the built and natural
environments, economic prosperity, social stability and equity,
educational opportunity, and cultural, entertainment and
recreation possibilities.

Maroondah		

City council located about 25 km east of Melbourne CBD.

GIS			

Geographic Information System

IWG			

Internal Working Group

PMF			

Project Management Framework

PSC			

Project Steering Committee

WSUD			

 ater-Sensitive Urban Design (a design approach which
W
integrates the urban water cycle, including stormwater,
groundwater and wastewater management and water supply,
into urban design to minimise environmental degradation and
improve aesthetic and recreational appeal)

Plan Melbourne	Metropolitan planning strategy that defines the future shape
of the city and state over the next 35 years.
Precinct		

Two or more lots of amalgamated land.

Super lot		

A land parcel comprised of many smaller lots, sold as one site.
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What is the
playbook about?
Residential renewal in greyfields
requires an established approach for the key actors
that shape the built environment to transform
neighbourhoods. The three key actors that this
series of playbook has identified are landowners,
developers and local government. This playbook is
aimed at the local government practitioners.

The four pillars of the
approach are:

Communal space

Tree canopy cover

Engagement
Connectivity

Walkability

Greening
the Greyfield
Framework

Design

≥ Engagement
Clearly articulated neighbourhood
planning process and tools to
effectively engage the landowners,
community and developers.

Housing diversity
Inclusive housing

Site permeability
& building footprint

Governance

≥ Strategic planning

_ 10

Strategic
planning

This first version of this playbook presents a
step-by-step approach for renewal in greyfield
precincts, with the initial focus on green
infrastructure and water sensitive urban design
(WSUD). It seeks to promote a paradigm shift
from traditional lot-by-lot infill redevelopment to
an approach where landowners work with their
neighbours to amalgamate individual housing
lots into a larger parcel of land. This ‘super lot’
(or precinct) not only provides financial benefits
for landowners, but through careful design, can
transform local neighbourhoods into vibrant,
active, healthy places to live, which furthermore
use the valuable resource of land efficiently
and productively.

Clearly articulated planning scheme
that encourages lot-amalgamation
and facilitates mechanism for
effective engagement with the
landowners and developers.

Clearly articulated design objectives
for streets, public open space and
dwellings, along with clear alignment
between the public and private
realm design objectives.

Engagement & partnerships

Planning

Governance

The playbook presents a paradigm shift from
a traditional regulatory approach to a multipronged approach, where design, planning and
engagement, governance and implementation
all have an important role to positively
transform the built and natural environments
of neighbourhoods and precincts.

≥ Governance and Implementation

≥≥
Mapping community issues
and priorities.

≥≥
Clearly articulated

≥≥
An innovative and
efficient governance
structure for
implementation.

Water Sensitive
Urban Design

Low to medium
density

≥ Design

An innovative and efficient
governance structure that
facilitates third party arrangements,
multi-agency collaboration and
project management.

≥≥
Codesign of neighbourhood
planning process.
≥≥
Clear guidance for
landowners and
developers.

planning scheme that
facilitates a mechanism
for effective engagement
with the landowners
and developers.

Design
≥≥
Clearly articulated
design objectives for
streets, public open
spaces and dwellings.
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What is the
problem?
Most redevelopment of suburban residential lots
involves landowners demolishing a house and
subdividing their block into smaller lots, typically
creating between two to four new houses. When
this occurs as much as 40% of the land becomes
driveways and other hard surfaces. The result
is that existing trees often get removed and,
due to the garden space being fragmented into
insignificant areas, there is no new space for
significant trees or green-space. This pattern
is normally repeated until a neighbourhood has
excessive amounts of driveway pavement, no
diversity in housing and no garden big enough to
provide space for a large tree. The effect of this
over time is that the area loses its tree canopy,
its capacity to mitigate flooding and is prone
to holding the daytime heat in summer due to
having more concrete. It also makes for a space
that looks crowded, unwelcoming and largely
removes all traces of neighbourhood character.
This is a Business as Usual (BAU) scenario taking
place in the Greyfield sites.

In greyfield sites, most redevelopment
of suburban residential lots involves
landowners demolishing the house and
subdividing their block into smaller lots.
The redevelopment of these smaller
lots is compromising the liveability of
the neighbourhood.

This BAU residential redevelopment in the
neighbourhoods is leading to community
opposition to development and high
infrastructure cost for development. If there is
no intervention to change the current nature
of redevelopment we may end up having entire
neighbourhoods with significant hard surfaces,
reduced walkability and access to open spaces,
and we may have to wait for many decades
before we can again bring about a sustainable
change to our neighbourhoods.

Figure 1: Single
lot redevelopment
with significant area
of driveway and no
space for trees
_ 12
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Impact on
liveability
from current
redevelopment

Subdivision of the block into smaller lots results
in much of the land being used by driveways.
The space available for gardens is fragmented
into a tiny area for each house. This pattern is
normally repeated until a neighbourhood has
an unnecessary amount of driveway pavement,
no diversity in housing and lack of green space.
The neighbourhood becomes grey, hot and
unwelcoming, unable to adapt to climate change
and the effects of the urban heat island effect.
Furthermore, the increase in density is minimal,
but will prevent any further redevelopment.

Is there a
solution?

Across Australia, councils, universities and the
community have been working to develop an
innovative response by testing a precinct-wide
approach. This approach encourages landowners
to work together and redevelop at the same time.
This approach has the capacity to maximize
profit, produce positive design outcomes, and
make the area more sustainable to achieve
net community benefit for the precinct. These
benefits are all a product of the increased land
area for development.
A _ 
High visual
surveillance
minimising
crime

Lack of garden
or public
spaces

A

D

C

Lost opportunity
for street design

Benefits
D

A _ L
imited space
to plant
substantial
trees

C _ L
imited
options for
walkability
D _ L
imited
options for
surveillance
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D _ 
Opportunities
for tree
planting
resulting in
greater shade

Image credit: Matthew Tibballs

Loss of tree
canopy cover

B _ E
xtensive
hard surface
option for
water

C _ 
Permeable
laneways for
cooler
streets
minimising
flooding

B

Increased
number
of driveways
and hard
surfaces

B _ 
Improved
walkability
and social
interaction

A
C

B

≥≥Through the combination of
several of such super lots, the
street layout and orientation
of lots and buildings can be
properly orientated to the sun
and better positioned to optimise
ventilation. It also means that
more land is available for public
open space and canopy trees,
both of which reduce flooding,
increase cooling and improve the
look and feel of an area.

≥≥This ‘super lot’ approach not only
provides financial benefits for
landowners, but through careful
design can transform local
neighbourhoods into vibrant,
active, healthy, resilient places
to live.

≥≥The scale of development
means that when larger lots are
developed, underground parking
is financially feasible. This means

≥≥This approach helps to increase
the density in the middle suburbs
as well as to produce diverse and
sustainable housing options.

that there is more land to use for
housing and landscaping, but it
also significantly reduces the
demand for on-street parking.

Image credit: Matthew Tibballs
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Benefits from
applying Greening the
Greyfields approach

Approach for residential
renewal in greyfields

Potential for
new open spaces
and trees

Potential for new
paths, walking and
cycling routes

Super lot development on precinct
level would typically include:
≥≥Increase in the availability and
accessibility to open space;
≥≥Increase connectivity through
better walking and cycling
options;
≥≥Promote diversity in housing;
≥≥Increase the tree canopy
coverage, shade and
evapotranspiration;

This step-by-step approach is based on the experience gained by the project team
in the design and implementation of the Greening the Greyfields pilot project.

Step 1: Map Municipal
Priorities and Obtain
Political Support

Step 2: Set Up
the Project

A _ 
Local government
prioritises
liveability

A _ 
Set up project
team and
governance

B _ 
Measure and
obtain political
support

B _ 
Establish a place
based - whole
of government
approach
C _ 
Prepare
Stakeholder
Engagement
Framework and
Plan

≥≥ Reduce flood risk;
≥≥Increase passive surveillance.
Benefits to landowners
and developers:
≥≥Higher returns;
≥≥Greater development certainty;
Figure 2: Illustrates
development with
lot amalgamation

Efficient alignment
of driveways

Greyfield precincts attempt to address this
complexity by ensuring that developers can
achieve maximum return if they comply with
specific regulations. As an incentive to design
better outcomes, the statutory element of
the greyfield precinct offers above normal
development option to developers. However, it
demands that the precinct also directly benefits
the area by providing improved hard and/or
soft infrastructure, thus both benefiting the
community and the municipal purse.
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≥≥Improved neighbourhood amenity.

Greyfield precincts work by encouraging
landowners to work together. This focus on
collective agreement implies that community and
land owner engagement is the critical element
in that process. However, without the incentive
to promote this work, the statutory regulations
allowing significant change to the built form and
a legal mechanism for rewarding better design,
it is unlikely to eventuate. The following section
presents the necessary steps required for this
implementation in the middle-suburban context
in Victoria and New South Wales.

Step 5: Precinct
Engagement

Step 3: Scope
- Precinct Selection

Step 4 : Precinct
Assessment

A _ 
Shortlist
precincts

A _ U
ndertake
Engineering
Studies

B _ 
Testing precinct
locations with
CAG
C _ 
Preliminary
testing of
community
interest from
the shortlisted
precincts
D _ 
Finalisation
of the precinct
locations and
boundaries

Step 6: Precinct
Statutory Planning
Framework

Step 7: Engagement
with the Development
Industry

A _ 
Review the current
statutory planning
framework

A _ 
Engagement
Plan for
Development
Industry

B _ 
Workshop statutory
framework options
with the state
government

B _ P
repare Draft
Concept Plan
and Costs for
Additionalities
C _ T
est various
dwelling designs
and densities
D _ U
ndertake
financial
viability

Step 8: Implementation
model
A _ Legal Advice
B _ G
overnance
Structure and
Operating Model

B _ 
Organise
Developer
Workshop

C _ 
Internal
engagement on
the statutory
framework

C _ 
Organise Second
Developer
Workshop

D _ 
Initiate Planning
Amendment Process

D _ 
Organise Third
Developer
Workshop
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Map Municipal
Priorities and
Obtain Political
Support
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A _ L
ocal government
prioritises liveability
B _ M
easure and obtain
political support
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A _ Local government
prioritises liveability
The key objective of urban renewal in greyfield sites is
to encourage redevelopment that positively transforms
neighbourhoods or precincts by improving the liveability of
residential areas. Liveability priorities differ from one area
to another and the local government should ideally identify
the key liveability issues. In addition, a municipal wide
Housing Strategy should ideally identify housing challenges
and potential strategies, and plan to address these issues.

When the project commenced at Maroondah City Council, the research
team had the support of Senior Management. Senior staff commenced
communication with councillors and started mapping the project risks.
Some of the risks related to the key issues identified by the community,
i.e. reduction of tree canopy, walkability, open space, and a lack of
housing diversity. Council officers also ensured that the research was
well presented to relevant advisory boards, at councillors’ briefings and
other managerial events, where political support was requested. This
work culminated in the project being included in the Maroondah Housing
Strategy 2016.

Example
In Maroondah City
Council, key liveability
priorities in residential
areas are: increase
tree canopy, develop
more walking and
cycling tracks, increase
public space, develop
diverse housing options
and create resilient
infrastructure.

Yes

Are there
livability
issues in your
municipality?

Yes

Consider
the proposed
approach in
this playbook

Key Activities
≥≥Undertake community consultation
activities across the city to understand
key liveability issues and community
infrastructure priorities. This could be
undertaken as part of the:

Are there
Greyfield
areas in your
municipality?

No

Are there areas
with community
infrastructure
gaps?

Yes

Consider this
proposed
approach in
this book

≥≥Council Planning process;
≥≥Housing Strategy consultation.

community gardens
food

free wi-fi

pet friendly

heritage

community focus

children friendly
shops

parks

bike friendly
walkable

green

entertainment
jobs

_ family
20
friendly

free parking

No

Opt out or
consider other
options of
redevelopment

teenage friendly

transit oriented

recreation

≥≥Prepare a report on the key liveability
and community infrastructure priorities
at the municipality level.

Opt out or
consider other
options of
redevelopment?

vibrant

playgrounds

livable

No

education

accessible
community services

smoke free
age friendly

≥≥Report on liveability and community
infrastructure priorities.

Estimate duration
3-6 months.

safe

open spaces

Key deliverables or outputs

people focus

Example
Greyfields renewal is also included as
a planning direction within the State
Government’s metropolitan strategy,
‘Plan Melbourne 2017’. This reference of
greyfields renewal in ‘Plan Melbourne 2017’
helped secure political support from both
the state and local government.

Figure 3:
Decision guidance
on applying renewal
of greyfields
approach
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Example

B _ Measure and
obtain political support
Urban renewal in greyfield sites requires political support from both state
and local governments. Resourcing staff for the project can be a challenge
for local government. Therefore, it is critical that state government
supports the project.
Benefits of state government
involvement include:

Who has a vested
interest in
this project?

≥≥Credibility of the project at the
municipality level;

≥≥Relevant staff from the local
government to prepare an ‘Issues and
Opportunities’ paper discussing the
potential partnership options with
state government, research and
industry bodies.

≥≥Access to metropolitan wide spatial
data (GIS);

Key deliverables or outputs

≥≥Advise on the various planning
instruments and alignment with
state policies;
≥≥Ability to broker with relevant agencies
who may be critical to the process.
Would they be
supportive?

≥≥Key activities

At the project’s inception, the Victorian
Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning (DELWP) were
invited to co-fund the project. This was
based on the understanding that, to
scale up the project, the organisation
responsible for state level planning had
to be involved. The department has been
involved in three tranches of funding.
Additional benefits that have come from
association with a state body include
the following:

identified inclusion of project objectives
in the municipal strategic document
(Maroondah Housing Strategy 2016) as
critical for project credence. Municipal
staff indicated the need for public
support from state planning department
(DELWP), which supported the inclusion
of the project in Plan Melbourne 2017.
Inclusion in this document provided
Council the mandate for Maroondah
City to allocate resources and political
support for the project;

Data provision: The project was
provided with all state data pertinent
to housing valuation over a period of
ten years. This data allowed the project
to view the changes of zoning and its
impact on land use;

Statutory advice: As the state
department were funding the project,
they were able to assist with the
statutory revisions necessitated by
the project;

Strategic alignment: Project champions
within the state planning department

≥≥‘Issues and Opportunities’ paper.
≥≥Stakeholder matrix - expectations
and influence.

Estimate duration
3-6 months.

≥≥Develop appropriate linkage between
state level policies and local
government council plan.
What's
in it for
them?

How should
we stay
connected?

_ 22

≥≥Identify project champions at the
federal, state and local level, including
industry and leading researchers that
are likely to support the design and
implementation of the project.
≥≥Relevant Senior Management from the
local government should lead meetings
with the above listed champions
to build relationship with various
stakeholders, map their respective
drivers, understand expectations and
summarise the findings.

Implementation and scaling:
As requirements for a state body,
the methodology documented in
this playbook must be adaptable for
implementation in different
municipal contexts;

Yes

Is there
political support
for the
project?

Is there a
funding and
in-kind support
available?

No

Yes

Consider
partnering with
the industry
and apply for
grants and other
supports

Consider
the proposed
approach in
this playbook

Figure 4: Guidance
on leveraging
resourcing for
greyfields renewal
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Implement this step if there is support
for the project from the local government
and state planning department.

Playbook for Local Government Practitioners

Set Up the
Project
A _ S
et up project
team and governance
B _ E
stablish a place based
- whole of government
approach
C _ P
repare Stakeholder
Engagement Framework
and Plan

_ 24
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A _ Set up project team
and governance
Project champion(s) at the local government will lead this step to ensure
that the project is well set up, clearly scoped and resourced, with
appropriate governance structure in place for implementation. Given the
complexity of the project, two levels of advisory groups are recommended;

Recommended tasks for the Community
Advisory Group (CAG) members
≥≥Assessment of the local areas with community
infrastructure gaps.
≥≥Selection of the areas that are appropriate for
precinct scale regeneration.
≥≥Discussion and development of the most effective
narrative for community engagement.
≥≥Assist with the development of an effective
communications plan.

a)	Select community members
to provide advice during project
design and implementation.

b)	Select industry professionals
that understand the project
potential and are passionate
about innovation in planning.

Key Activities
≥≥Seek expression of interest from project
champions at the federal, state and
local level, including industry and
leading researchers to serve as the
Project Steering Committee (PSC)
members. This step requires significant
time to coordinate and may be excluded
if advised by the project champion(s).
≥≥Prepare the Project Management
Framework (PMF) with key outcomes,
objectives, activities and clear
monitoring framework for the project.
≥≥Prepare a draft project brief including
vision, scope, resourcing and key
stakeholders.
≥≥Publish the project concept page
in the local government website.

≥≥Prepare a draft engagement strategy
and brief scope of work for the
Community Advisory Group (CAG).
≥≥Request expression of interest (EoI)
for membership to the Community
Advisory Group (CAG).
≥≥Shortlist and select the members.
It is recommended that they sign a
confidentiality agreement to ensure
that the selected precincts are
not made public until approved
by council.
It is important to carefully shortlist
members for the CAG. Candidates with
interest in local issues, community
aspirations and time to commit to the
project meetings. This careful selection of
individuals ensured that a range of voices
represented the community.

≥≥Assist with the implementation of pre-engagement
activities by providing access to local community
and residents groups.

It is important that the Project Steering
Committee (PSC) members are selected
from across a range of associated/related
sectors including the state government.

Estimate duration
1-3 months.

Deliverables or outputs
≥≥Project Implementation Plan
that includes:
a) Project Management Framework (PMF);
b) Project Quality Plan;
c) Communications Plan, Risk Register
and Risk Management Plan.
≥≥Final Project Steering Committee
(PSC) members.
≥≥Draft Engagement Plan.

≥≥Form a Community Advisory Group (CAG).

_ 26
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B _ Establish a place
based – whole of
government approach

Key Activities
≥≥Organise a project
inception workshop.

≥≥Develop and finalise the
framework for a hybrid (place
based and issues-based
approach).

≥≥Present the project rationale,
objectives and expected benefits
to the leadership group of
relevant technical departments.

≥≥Establish an Internal Working
Group (IWG), its scope of work,
resourcing and roles and
responsibilities.

≥≥Together with the relevant
departments, organise a
series of workshops at regular
intervals to discuss potential
for a place-based approach to
understand community needs
and aspirations.

A significant number of councils across Australia have taken
on issues-based approach to drive action on issues such as
climate change. This approach often involves more than one
department within a council, as the responsibilities for the
issue of concern tend to span over multiple areas of a council.
“Whole of government denotes public service agencies
working across portfolio boundaries to achieve a shared
goal and an integrated government response to particular
issues. Approaches can be formal and informal. They can
focus on policy development, program management and
service delivery”

Key deliverables or outputs
≥≥Internal Working Group (IWG)
with roles and responsibilities
established.
≥≥Framework for a place-based
Whole of Government approach
finalised.

Estimate duration
3-6 months.

Whole of government

Facilitator

Organisational placement

(Australian Public Service)

What the
place lacks?

Change process

Urban renewal of greyfield sites requires inputs from several
technical areas including traffic and drainage engineers,
arborists, landscape architect, assets and planners. It is
important to ensure that all relevant departments in the local
government understand the objectives of urban renewal in
greyfield sites and are kept up to date on a regular basis.

Figure 5: Simple
framework for a
place based whole of government
approach tested
at Maroondah City
Council.
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How can we transform
neighbourhoods?

Engagement

Place facts and
peoples concerns
on place?

Codesign

People’s
expectations?

How can we
implement?

Develop

People’s
neighbourhood
aspiration

Community
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C _ Prepare Stakeholder
Engagement Framework
and Plan
The pilot project is testing a new urban paradigm
for how the greyfield sites in the middle and outer
suburbs of cities are redeveloped. This entails
understanding expectations, values, beliefs,
perceptions and ideas of stakeholders that will be
directly or indirectly affected during the design and
implementation of the project.
Considering a new paradigm in urban
renewal entails developing relationships
that reflect this shared understanding of
the benefits from a Greening the Greyfield
sites approach and enable differences
to be acknowledged and expressed.
It provides the basis upon which real
dialogue can occur.
The Stakeholder Engagement Framework
outlines the principles, model for
engagement, level of engagement,
approach to risk oversight and
management and performance framework
against the priorities identified in the
relevant strategic document.

Principles

Performance
measures

Level

Stakeholder
engagement
framework

Example
In City of Maroondah, Victoria the following
framework and approach was considered:

Engagement Framework
≥≥What is the problem?
≥≥Why do we need engagement?
≥≥What is the engagement framework?

Engagement Activities
≥≥Who do we engage?

Risk

Model

≥≥What engagement events be organised?
≥≥What medium be applied for
engagement activities?

Estimate duration
2 months.
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Step 12
123

A _ Shortlist precincts
B _ T
esting precinct locations
with CAG

Precinct
Selection
_ 32

C _ P
reliminary testing of
community interest from the
shortlisted precincts
D _ F
inalisation of
the precinct locations
and boundaries
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A _ Shortlist precincts
Given the complexity of implementing urban renewal in greyfield
sites, it is useful to identify a few (5-10 areas are recommended)
precincts for the project in the municipality. This could be done
through mapping exercise involving all relevant departments of
the municipality, identifying the areas that are lacking services,
and, separately, which areas would benefit from additionalities e.g.
flooding issues, loss of tree canopy on certain streets, absence of
street connectivity and absence of walking paths. This mapping
exercise will benefit from application of the smart tools such as
ENVISION, that apply a multi-criteria analyses to identify precincts.
It is important to note that greyfield areas only include the
residential areas, so they are located outside of the Activity Centres,
that comprise of mixed use, retail and commercial activities.
Key Activities
≥≥Provide training to the municipal staff
on ENVISION.
≥≥Apply ENVISION for the identification
of the precincts.
≥≥Organise an internal municipal
workshop, the first workshop includes
the Internal Working Group (IWG).
≥≥The workshop will have the following
objectives:
1.

Identify areas in the municipality
that are lacking in services;

2. Identify areas in the municipality
that could benefit from additional
services or provisions;
3. Shortlist locations where precinct
scale regeneration is a priority; and
4. Demonstrate the value of Envision
identifying these areas based
on evidence.
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Figure 6: Example
map showing areas
with redevelopment
potential

≥≥Organise workshop with state
government on the shortlisted precincts.
≥≥Present the justification for the
selected precincts.
≥≥Capture feedback .

Key deliverables or outcomes
a. Set of maps indicating community
infrastructure needs in the
municipality.
b. Set of maps indicating potential
strategic locations of precincts where
urban renewal is expected to improve
liveability.

Estimate duration
2 months.

Figure 7:
Shortlisted areas
from application
of ENVISION
identifying
key community
infrastructure
issues in the City
of Maroondah
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B _ Testing precinct
locations with CAG
It is important that the strategic greyfield locations shortlisted for
urban renewal are tested with the community. This stage focuses
on discussing the shortlisted strategic locations in the municipality
with the selected members of the Community Advisory Group (CAG).
The CAG will test all the decision-making assumptions and where
appropriate correct erroneous assumptions and replace them with
their view of the locale. This group will not only validate the decisions
of the local government but will also provide first-hand information
on the lived reality of residents and the level of acceptance/
reaction that the process can expect from specific segments of
the community. Ideally some members of the committee should
be active in the community and policy arena, as their links to local
organisations will prove useful in communicating the project
across the community.

Key Activities
≥≥Organise the first CAG induction
workshop with the following objectives:
≥≥Discuss project governance;
≥≥Discuss the project concepts and
expectations from all members;
≥≥Discuss the shortlisted greyfield
locations for the project.
≥≥Prepare shortlisted precinct
maps that include:
≥≥Land use;
≥≥Land tenure (public / private etc.);
≥≥Demographic data;
≥≥Age of dwellings;
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≥≥Circulation and drainage;
≥≥Locate areas with legal/title
restrictions and limitations,
where relevant;

Figure 8:
Shortlisted areas
from Internal
Working Group (IWG)
discussion in the
City of Maroondah

≥≥Other community infrastructure
issues.

Key deliverables or outcomes
≥≥Set of maps indicating community
infrastructure needs in the
municipality.

Estimate duration
3-4 months.
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C _ Preliminary testing
of community interest from
the shortlisted precincts

D _ Finalisation of
the precinct locations
and boundaries

After shortlisting the precinct locations, it is important to test
the interest of the residents and landowners. This engagement is
recommended to be informal, and in public spaces and parks.

The municipality now has maps indicating the range of potential
benefits that could occur in different areas, areas that could benefit
from specific services or provisions and the idealised location of
precinct scale developments. The next stage is to overlay these maps
and assess them for areas where there is overlap. This will indicate
areas that show significant potential for precinct scale regeneration
as well as the additionality that should be required for those areas.
These areas need to be formally agreed on by senior managers prior to
moving forward. As with the above activity, this will also occur at the
community level.

Key Activities
≥≥Prepare for the
engagement activity:
≥≥Aerial map of the potential
site printed (A0 preferred
size);
≥≥Simple models of trees,
open spaces, flooding, traffic
congestion, pedestrian
crossing, safety and others;
≥≥Visuals to explain the concept
- before and after images;
≥≥Feedback mechanismquestions on the concept and
community response if this
concept was implemented in
their neighbourhood;
≥≥Consider using digital
planning tools.
≥≥Undertake concept level
engagement;
≥≥Together with participants,
spatially map the key issues
faced by participants in
the neighbourhood;
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≥≥Explain the project concept and
the potential benefits;

Key deliverables
and outcomes

≥≥Through discussion obtain a
preliminary understanding of
residents’ long-term intent of
living in the neighbourhood;

≥≥Map of precinct locations
showing the level of support
and interest to participate in
the project.

≥≥Collate feedback from
engagement to analyse the
locations with most support
and interest of participants to
participate in the project;

≥≥Final recommendation to the
senior managers on the most
appropriate precincts for
greyfield renewal.

≥≥Prepare a map with potential
additional benefits for the
selected precincts.

Estimate duration
2-3 months.

Activities
Municipal Workshop
Attendees: Scheme champions
and a selection of senior managers,
possibly at the director or general
manger level.
Actions:
1.

Undertake initial review of
the existing and applicable
statutory framework in the
shortlisted precincts. This
should include title/search
assessment - e.g. the review of
covenant status;

2. Overlay maps (prior to
workshop);
3. Discuss the political
ramifications of selecting
specific areas for precinct
implementation;

4. Decide on areas and the
additionality for each area
should precinct scale
development occur.

Estimate duration
2-3 months.

Key deliverables
and outcomes
≥≥Definitive areas for applying
precinct renewal statutory
change and engagement
strategies.
≥≥Areas that are viable for precinct
scale redevelopment.
≥≥The appropriate precinct
additionality for each area.
≥≥Commitment from senior
managers (and councillors) to
some form of land use and
planning scheme amendment.

Shared path - Walking
/ cycling trackside
Underground drainage
Green road corridor
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Step 123
1234
This step aims to understand selected
precincts, by undertaking detailed
mapping of community infrastructure
issues, preliminary design, costing for
additional community infrastructure, and
financial viability analyses.

A _ U
ndertake engineering
assessments

Precinct
Assessment
_ 40

B _ P
repare Draft Concept Plan and
Costs for Additionalities
C _ T
est dwelling designs
and densities
D _ 
Undertake financial viability
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A _ Undertake
engineering assessments

B _ Prepare Draft Concept
Plan and Costs for Additionalities

Prior to preparing a concept plan for the area, it is
important to understand and map key community
infrastructure issues in the selected precincts and
undertake preliminary costing to address them.

Experience from the Greening the Greyfield sites pilot project demonstrates that
lot amalgamation is likely to occur in stages with about 3-5 lot amalgamation,
and therefore costing of any community infrastructure should be undertaken for
a cluster of lots, rather than an entire precinct. Therefore, further classification
of the precinct to smaller precincts (sub-precincts) is recommended.

Key Activities

Key Deliverables and Outcomes

≥≥Organise an Internal Working Group
(IWG) meeting.

≥≥Map of the key infrastructure issues
in the selected precincts.

A high-level precinct concept plan needs to be prepared alongside the costing
of additionalities. This would mean that Steps A and B need to overlap.

≥≥Discuss key community
infrastructure issues.
≥≥Prepare scope of work for relevant
consultant to undertake engineering
studies and recommendations
and costings.
≥≥Seek presentation by the consultant
on the immediate findings and
indicative costings.

≥≥Concept design and indicative
costings of the additionalities in the
selected precincts.

Key Activities

Estimate duration

≥≥Potential lots most likely to
amalgamate (based on age structure,
trend in the street and location);

3-4 months.

Prepare a set of maps identifying
key opportunities and constraints
for the following:

≥≥Street layout;
≥≥Connectivity and accessibility;
≥≥Quality of public space;
≥≥Others (to be identified);

Example
In one of the selected precincts, flooding
was the main issue. Consultant was
engaged to undertake concept design
and indicative costing for drainage
improvements to minimise flooding risk.
These indicative costs were then used
for the next step of the process; i.e. the
costing of additionalities.
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≥≥Prepare a high-level precinct concept
plan with location of sub-precincts.
The following should be included in
the concept plan:
≥≥Proposed streets layout;
≥≥Proposed streets landscape;
≥≥Proposed public space
revitalisation;

This preliminary concept plan is based
on key issues identified by the residents
(i.e. preliminary engagement), and
discussion with planners, urban designers,
engineers, transport planners).
≥≥Prepare preliminary estimates for the
costing of additionalities. This should
be undertaken with consultation and
advice from the engineers and assets
team representing the Internal Working
Group (IWG).
Note that these preliminary costings
may be used later for the preparation
of a Developer Contribution Plan (DCP).

Key outputs
≥≥High level precinct concept plan with
location of various sub-precincts.
≥≥Preliminary cost estimates for
additionalities.

Estimate duration
2-3 months.

≥≥Other opportunities as identified
by the community.
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C _ Test dwelling
designs and densities
Given that we now have the precinct locations
and the potential lots likely to be developed,
the next step is to test design outcomes for this
area. To do this, it is important to understand the
existing dwelling types and designs in the local
area and recommend potential dwelling typologies
appropriate for the local area.
It is critical that a working session be undertaken
with the statutory planners from the local
government to test the draft designs against
the planning scheme (particularly ResCode) and
identify statutory controls (like site permeability,
setbacks, heights etc.) that may require changes
to achieve the intended design outcomes. These
potential buildings’ designs will also help to test
financial viability of redeveloped lots.

Massing and building designs
As stated above, all parties should benefit
from precinct redevelopment. Landowners
and developers should be able to get
higher returns, the municipality should
be able to achieve desired built form
outcomes, and the community should
achieve benefits.
The first iteration of building designs
should precede the feasibility analyses
of the precinct and determine if it is viable
or not.

Activities
≥≥For each precinct, map the dwellings
that show significant redevelopment
potential.
≥≥Identify the land that will be reserved
for the additionality.
≥≥Produce scenarios of massing models
with varying building densities.
≥≥Test the building designs against gross
floor area, building footprint, and
number and types of units.

Estimate duration
2-3 months.
Image credit: Matthew Tibballs
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D _ Undertake financial viability

An opportunity for landowners to
positively transform neighbourhoods
and get higher returns.

Please note that the
intent of this visual is
to give participants an
idea of increase in profit
from the different lot
amalgamation scenarios.
The profit is based on
certain assumptions. For
more details please seek
professional guidance.
Apartments
8-Lots
70-80 units
5400 m2

Given that we now have the potential building designs, with key
metrics, like the building footprint, setbacks, site permeability etc.
we can use this to prepare a concept stage financial viability with
amalgamated lots and with the costing of additionalities.

Business
as usual
Category

≥≥Prepare scope of work for a consultant
to undertake feasibility report.

Land acquisition

≥≥Engage the consultant to undertake
the services.

Consultants fees (ex gst)

To ensure best practice in building design,
it is important that the consultant works
closely with the designer.

Statutory fees (ex gst)

Key outputs

Holding costs (ex gst)

≥≥Financial viability report.

Constructions costs (ex gst)

Estimate duration

Selling costs

3 months.

Finance

Townhouses
8-Lots
45-45 units
5400 m2

Profit Return, $

Key Activities

Land Amalgamation
Approach

Townhouses
2-Lots
10-14 units
1350 m2

Townhouses
4-Lots
18-22 units
5400 m2

Single-Lot
3-4 units
675 m2

Interest

Income per unit sales

9

24

50

60

Additional benefits
Opportunity to buy back
in to the development
securing top of the range
new home. Assistance
and guidance through
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36

Time Period, Months
(Indicative only)

Net development profit

Development margin
(profit/risk margin)

12

the design and planning
process. 
No third party
appeal rights* meaning
no delays or additional
costs.

dditional level granted
A
for developments on
amalgamated lots
that meet the GtG
requirements.
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12345
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Precinct
Engagement
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Key Activities

Key deliverables and outcomes

The design of this engagement will be like
earlier precinct level engagement with
more sessions and longer duration for
each session.

≥≥In addition to better informing the
residents, the engagement process
is expected to determine the level of
community interest.

≥≥Prepare for the engagement activity.

≥≥It is intended that further discussions
with interested parties will be held as
part of the planning process.

≥≥Aerial map of the potential site
printed (A0 preferred size).
≥≥Simple models of trees, open
spaces, flooding, traffic congestion,
pedestrian crossing, safety and
others.

Estimate duration
2 months.

≥≥Visuals to explain the concept
- before and after images.
≥≥Feedback mechanism- questions on
the concept and community
response if this concept
was implemented in their
neighbourhood.
≥≥Consider using digital planning
tools.
≥≥Undertake concept level engagement:
1.

Given that we now have a final list of selected precincts,
the results from financial viability as well as preferred
building designs, it is important to engage further with
the residents and landowners so that they can have
their say on the design concept, potential street layout,
landscape and building designs etc. The previous
engagement with the residents was predominantly aimed
at understanding the key issues facing the neighbourhood
and gaining a preliminary assessment of people’s interest
in participating in the pilot. In this step, engagement
will further dwell on the concept and discuss individual
residents long term aspirations.
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Together with participants, spatially
map the key issues faced by
participants in the neighbourhood;

2. Explain the project concept and
the potential benefits;
3. Through discussion obtain a
preliminary understanding of
residents’ long-term intent of living
in the neighbourhood.
≥≥Collate feedback from engagement
to analyse the locations with most
support and interest of participants
to participate in the project.
≥≥Prepare a map with potential additional
benefits for the selected precincts.
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Step 12345
123456
This step aims to propose a statutory
framework to encourage land
amalgamation, achieve better design
outcomes and factor in the costing of
‘additionalities’ to improve development,
and potentially community, infrastructure.

Precinct
Planning
Framework
_ 52

A _ R
eview the existing planning
framework
B _ W
orkshop statutory framework
options with
the state government
C _ I
nternal engagement on
the statutory framework
D _ I
nitiate Strategic Planning
Amendment Process
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A _ Review the existing
planning framework
This step requires a review of relevant existing planning policy
and controls against the objectives of the project.

Key Activities

Key outputs/outcomes

≥≥Undertake site visit to the selected
precincts and map any deficits and/
or issues including in terms of the
built form, streetscape and general
landscaping, open space, pedestrian
connectivity etc. As an example, this
could be the absence of tree canopy,
excessive site coverage, inappropriate
setbacks, absence of any water
sensitive design etc.

≥≥Working draft outline
of statutory options.

Estimate duration
2 months.

≥≥Engage a consultant to provide a review
of the draft statutory planning options,
including recommendations as to the
most suitable option(s).
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For the Ringwood Pilot Precinct in Maroondah,
Council considered a range of statutory plan
approaches to ensure the effective delivery of
the project. Following investigation of a range
of possible planning control mechanisms to
achieve greyfield redevelopment, two models
were considered in detail, being a ‘top-down’
approach where Council would apply a new
zone (with height contingent on amalgamated
lot size), a Development Plan Overlay (DPO)
and a Development Contributions Plan
Overlay (DCPO) and a ‘bottom-up’ approach
where Council would define locations where
it would entertain proposals for greyfield
renewal and set out the requirement and
potential bonuses for development in the area
(e.g. improved Environmentally Sustainable
Design outcomes, addressing existing
flooding issues etc).
Under this approach, Council would
then invite landowners to bring forward
development proposals through Section 96(A)
of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (a
combined planning permit application and
planning scheme amendment).

≥≥Meet with the Council statutory
planning team to understand the nature
of typical planning permit applications
and subsequent development outcomes
based on existing planning control.
≥≥Prepare a draft outline of the applicable
alternate approaches to varying the
existing applicable planning controls.

Example
This later approach would require a planning
scheme amendment to introduce a policy
basis for the approach and a greyfield
redevelopment ‘manual’ (or Playbook) as a
reference document to the Planning Scheme.
It was decided that the former approach
(new zone and overlay controls) will provide
greater certainty and incentive to landowners
and developers to achieve the desired
development outcomes on amalgamated
land holdings and greater ability for Council
to clearly articulate the appropriate
development outcomes for the precinct. In
addition, it will ensure that the development
intentions relating to the precinct will be clear
to potential land owners as the new controls
will be noted on Section 32 certificates. This
approach avoids the creation of a ‘patchwork’ of residential zones (and potentially
other controls) across the precinct where
land is developed (and controls amended)
as combined applications are approved. In
addition, as the DPO will limit third-party
appeal rights, this approach will have
the benefit of shortening timeframes
associated with standard approvals.

Example
For the Ringwood Pilot Precinct in
Maroondah, flooding, limited tree canopy
and poor pedestrian connectivity to
open spaces were identified as priority
infrastructure issues by the community
(during engagement activities). To ensure
deficiencies in infrastructure are
costed, a Development Contributions
Plan (DCP) was prepared based on
financial contribution each new
dwelling is expected to make to fund the
infrastructure requirements over time.
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B _ Workshop statutory
framework options
with the state government

C _ Internal engagement
on the statutory framework

This step is intended to ensure Council is engaged with the relevant
State government department from early on in Council's assessment
of preferred statutory approaches through to eventual submission
of the amendment package for approval.

Key Activities

Key outcomes

≥≥Organise a series of meetings with
the state government.

≥≥Common understanding of the key
issues in the precinct.

≥≥Meeting 1: Discuss expectations
of the state government and the
various statutory framework
options available.

≥≥Minimise risk to the proposed
statutory framework.

≥≥Meeting 2: Organise a design
workshop with the external
designers.

2-3 months.

≥≥Meeting 3: Present the draft
concept plans and the draft
building designs.
≥≥Meeting 4: Discuss the draft
statutory options.
≥≥Organise a field visit to the
selected precincts.
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Estimate duration

This step is critical to ensure that the challenges and
options are clearly communicated to the senior management
at key milestones.

Key Activities
As part of the process, brief the senior
managers during the progress of the
project and at the following milestones:
≥≥Prior to start of the project;
≥≥Prior to the engagement activities
at precinct level;
≥≥After completion of the
engagement activities;
≥≥After preparation of the draft suit
of statutory options;
≥≥After preparation of the final suit
of statutory options.
The following meetings and discussions
are recommended with the reporting
director or general manager:
≥≥Start of the project;

≥≥After draft suit of statutory options are
prepared in draft and before meeting
the state government (i.e. Meeting 4);
≥≥Prior to the finalisation of
Developer Workshops.
As part of the process, brief the
councillors during the progress of the
project to understand political support
and at the following milestones:
≥≥Prior to the engagement activities at
precinct level, to seek approval for
undertaking engagement. Councillors
representing the selected precincts will
be interested to understand the nature
of engagement and discuss key issues
or concerns in the community;
≥≥Present brief findings from the
engagement activities;
≥≥After preparation of the draft
statutory options;

≥≥ At Meeting 1 and 4 with the state
government to fast track the
process and minimise risk of
common understanding;

≥≥After preparation of the final
statutory options.

≥≥Prior to each of the engagement
activities, particularly the precinct
engagements;

2-3 months.

Estimate duration
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D _ Initiate Strategic Planning
Amendment Process
As per the requirements by relevant State department, prepare the
explanatory report and other statutory documents (new, amended
and or varied provisions) to start the process for amendment.

Estimate duration
Roughly 1 year:
≥≥1 month discussion with state
representatives on the feasibility
of the approach;
≥≥3 months of data preparation;
≥≥2 month of drafting;
≥≥6 months of due planning
process by state government,
including gazetting.

Example
A typical amendment process in Victoria
will include submission of the amendment
documentation, authorisation by the Minister,
exhibition of the amendment, a panel to
consider objections followed by Gazetting of
the amendment. The process can take between
6 months to 1 year.
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Step 123456
1234567
Developers, designers, property economists
and government agencies are key stakeholders
during the implementation of the project.

Engagement
with the
Development
Industry
_ 60

It is critical to engage with them early on when
preparing housing strategy as well as during the
process of finalising the statutory framework,
building designs, financial viabilities and the
operating model for implementation.

A _ E
ngagement Plan for
Development Industry
B _ O
rganise Developer
Workshop
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A _ Engagement Plan
for Development Industry

B _ Organise Developer
Workshop

As part of the project set up (Preparation the
Engagement Plan), prepare a section focusing
on the stakeholders in the development sector.

After there is clarity regarding the role of the group, it is important
to present the project, its progress and capture feedback.

Key Activities

Key Activities (Workshop 1)

Key Outputs / outcomes

≥≥Prepare an information sheet/
fact sheet regarding the project.

≥≥Receive support on the proposed
statutory changes.

≥≥Prepare project brief to the shortlisted
developer group.

≥≥Seek commitment to provide advise
and support during the design of
the business model for project
implementation.

≥≥Meet with the statutory planning
team to identify the key developers,
architects and project managers active
in the local area.
≥≥Discuss with the Project Steering
Committee (PSC) and identify other
developers, architects and project
managers that have delivered medium
density residential projects.
≥≥Senior Managers review the list of
developers, architects and project
managers.

≥≥Prepare a draft outlining the role
of the group.

Key deliverables and outcomes
≥≥Engagement plan for the
development industry.
≥≥List of interested stakeholders from
the development sector.

≥≥Prepare an invitation letter signed
by the senior managers to attend
the workshop.

Estimate duration

≥≥Seek a senior manager or director
to chair the workshop.

3-5 months.

≥≥Prepare communication and
engagement timelines.
≥≥Organise one on one meetings with
the shortlisted group to explain about
the project.

Example
In 2016 Council adopted the Maroondah Housing
Strategy, following extensive community
consultation. One such focus group comprising
developers recommended that Council look at ways
to facilitate lot amalgamation and further facilitate
opportunities for medium density development
in preferred locations. Council was encouraged to
prepare associated design guidelines to promote
sustainability and liveability in new developments.
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It is recommended that a total
of 3-4 workshops are organised.

≥≥Facilitate the workshop with the
following emphases:
≥≥Receive feedback on the statutory
changes, e.g. site permeability,
neighbourhood character, building
footprint, building designs;
≥≥Seek interest for further
engagement in the design
of the project;
≥≥Seek support in implementation
of the project.

Workshop No. and Proposed Objectives
1. Inform on project update.
2. S
 eek interest to participate as industry
advisers for the design of legal tools,
implementation options and the
operating model.
3. D
 iscuss draft implementation options
and operating model.
4. P
 resent and provide clarification on
the final operating model.
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Step 1234567
12345678

A _ Legal Advice

Implementation
model
_ 64

B _ G
overnance Structure and
Operating Model
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A _ Legal Advice

B _ Governance Structure
and Operating Model

Seek advice from credible lawyers from the development industry on
the legal tools and instruments appropriate for lot consolidation.

This step will be further refined, based on ongoing discussion with the developer
industry. In addition, research on other operational models in the local government
and private sector will be undertaken.

Key Activities
≥≥Identify credible consultant that
have worked on similar agreements
between residents.
≥≥Organise a meeting with the consultant,
present the project and key challenges
for implementation.
≥≥Request reverse project brief with quote
for the services.
Note: It is useful to consider a consortium
of developer, property economics and
lawyers that have prepared agreements
of similar nature. It will be useful to submit
the project brief to the consultant prior to
the meeting.

Key outcomes
A report illustrating the range of legal tools
that can be utilised for lot consolidation.
This should ideally include a listing of the
range of instruments required; including
non-binding agreements to work together
as a group, incorporation and agreements
for sale. Sections on each legal instrument
should contain:
≥≥ A
 simple overview of each method
(e.g. initial working document, binding
contract, incorporation into a company);
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≥≥A technical description of each
method, including a use case;
≥≥A note on timing and the duration
of contracts.
 ange of scenarios are to be
R
considered but are not limited to:
≥≥Lot assembly via individual
property sales to a developer;
≥≥Joint lot assembly and consolidated
sale by property owners;
≥≥Staged sale of lots, with some
individuals agreeing to enter the
scheme later.
Property owners committing
to co-develop the land:
≥≥As an entity of landowners;
≥≥In a joint venture with a developer.

Estimate duration
Ranges from 8 Months to 24 Months
depends on scenario for aggregation
and implementation.

a. Joint Venture
A joint venture (JV) is a business
arrangement in which two or
more parties agree to pool their
resources for the purpose of
accomplishing a specific task.
It is quite feasible that a JV
arrangement could be entered
by Council and the proponent
of the precinct redevelopment
with a view to securing the
community infrastructure
benefits identified in the
Greening the Greyfields precinct
concept plan. This would
significantly reduce the level
of risk for the proponent by
providing a degree of certainty
and capital funding to enhance
the public amenity.
b. Planning Performance
Agreements (PPA)
Consider application of
Planning Performance
Agreements (PPA). As such
a service is discretionary,
Councils in England can
charge cost recovery for
their facilitation.
…A tool to support the delivery of
the most complex, strategically

important development
proposals such as for
pre-application services.
… The PPA is likely to be
agreed at the earliest stages
and may include inception
meetings, the preparation of
local plan policies, masterplans
or development briefs, site
assembly, infrastructure
planning as well as shaping
the development proposals
itself. The PPA will aid project
management providing a
continuous framework for
integrating consideration of
planning, site acquisition and
other regulatory regimes/
permitting. This approach
facilitates phased development
and post application work
including permits, highway
works and delivery of
infrastructure. It can be adapted
to set out an agreed process to
include a number of participants
including statutory consultees,
town and parish councils,
community groups and statutory
consultees.
Source:
www.local.gov.uk/sites/default/
files/documents/good-practiceadvice-and--fcb.pdf

Key Activities
≥≥Recruit a Greening the Greyfields
Facilitation Officer to manage
the second stage of the project
for implementation.
≥≥Recruit a consultant to advice
on the operating mode for the
implementation.
≥≥Prepare a draft operating
model and present to the
advisers for feedback.
≥≥Establish and engage with
a panel of advisers from the
development industry.
≥≥Organise a series of workshops
with relevant stakeholders,
including developers, designers
and property economists to
discuss the various options for
the operating model.

Key Outputs
≥≥Final work plan.
≥≥Draft operational model for the
implementation of the project.
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1 _ Project Management
Framework (template)

2 _ Hand-out example

Process

Outputs

Outcomes

Indicators

What are Greyfields?
Greyfields are residential areas
where homes are aging, yet land
values remain high. Greyfields sites
are often located in middle and
outer suburban areas.

Steps

What is the problem with
the current nature of
residential development?
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Most redevelopment of suburban
residential lots involves landowners
demolishing the house and
subdividing their block into smaller
lots. Much of the land becomes
occupied by driveways. The space
available for gardens is fragmented
into a tiny area for each house.
This pattern is normally repeated
until a neighbourhood has an
unnecessary amount of driveway
pavement, no diversity in housing
and no garden big enough to provide
space for a substantial tree.
The area loses its green and leafy
aspect, including shade and birds,
amongst other things. The area
looks crowded and unwelcoming.
This is not the best way to use
precious residential land and lock
up land for another few decades.

Is there a better way
to redevelop?
Recently Maroondah City
Council has been working with
our community and Swinburne
University to develop a world-first
approach to significantly assist in
resolving the above issues.
This will involve transforming a
neighbourhood to incorporate
better design outcomes.
The Pilot project is based on
extensive research and land
analysis, which determined where
‘Greening the Greyfields’ could
provide development that provides
an improved community benefit,
rather than thead-hoc development
currently underway.

This ‘precinct’ approach not only
provides financial benefits for
landowners, but through careful
design, is set to transform local
neighbourhoods into vibrant, active,
healthy places to live.

Precinct redevelopment
would typically include
≥≥An increase in the availability and
accessibility to open spaces.
≥≥Greater walkability and
cycling options.
≥≥Diversity in housing options.
≥≥Best practice environmental
sustainability and urban design
features.

What are the benefits to
the neighbourhood?
By working together with local
property owners, developers and
the broader community, the pilot
program will explore and identify
possible areas where landowners
can work with their neighbours to
amalgamate individual housing lots
into a larger parcel of land.
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3 _ FAQ

Benefits to residents
≥≥Improved housing options.
≥≥Improved open spaces and
greater tree canopy cover.
≥≥Reduced demand for
on-street parking.
≥≥Less hard surface treatments
such as concrete and asphalt.
≥≥Better walking and cycling
connections.
≥≥Potential for new parkland
beautification projects.

Benefits to landowners
≥≥Opportunity to downsize in the
same neighbourhood.
≥≥Better return on investment.

How are potential pilot
precincts for Greening
the Greyfields identified?
The pilot precinct has been
identified based on extensive
research and land analyses
undertaken by Swinburne
University. Its identification
is guided by the following
considerations:
≥≥The Redevelopment Potential
Index (RPI) of the land (value
of the land as compared to the
capital improved value);
≥≥The existing pattern of
subdivision (focusing on areas
that have not already been
substantially subdivided, or
are undergoing development
pressures but where significant
opportunities still exist for
coordinated redevelopment);
≥≥The availability of areas that
have clear boundaries (roads,
creeks, etc.) where a precinct can
be clearly defined and external
impacts minimised;
≥≥Access to open space;
≥≥Existing tree canopy and
the pattern of loss or gain
in recent years;

≥≥Access to services such as shops,
schools, and medical facilities;

Is the participation by
landowners voluntary?

≥≥Access to public transport;

Yes, the pilot scheme is completely
voluntary.

≥≥The nature of existing
redevelopment within the area;
≥≥The age of existing dwellings;
≥≥Heritage considerations.

Is the participation in the
pilot project voluntary?
Yes, participation is completely
voluntary. The landowners can still
develop their land individually.

If a group of existing
landowners agree to
amalgamate their lots,
who gets the first choice
about which house they get,
if they want to stay on?
This will be addressed in the
negotiation stage with other
landowners. The incorporation of
landowners is a good option,
mainly for reasons such as this,
as the corporate constitution will
cover off on these points.

What happens if one of the
landowners whose lot is in
the middle does not want
to participate, while the
landowners adjacent intends
to participate? Does the
project go ahead?
There are many examples of
misshapen super-lots, and lots do
not have to be contiguous to obtain
benefit. However, if one lot
is critical to achieve a three or
four lot amalgamation, and this
landowner does not want to
participate, then the project may
not feasible.

Who will oversee the
financial transactions for
existing landowners, as
they sell their house or buy
into the precinct?
Each precinct will need a project
manager who will organise
and control the finances, in
collaboration with a formal financial
institution, such as a bank. The
specifics of this will be addressed
in the constitution of the company.

How will the landowners
know that if they decide
to amalgamate the lots
that they will be financially
better off?
Evidence has shown that superlots sell for more per square metre.
A way to test this would be to
amalgamate ONLY if a specific price
is reached. Effectively, landowners
would sign a Memorandum of
Understanding to sell together once
a specific price is reached. In the
event that a level of value uplift is
not reached, the contracts would
become void and the property will
remain under original ownership.
This would protect the landowners.

≥≥Land topography;
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